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A. Administrative Issues

1. Welcome.
2. Scribe, Jabber, Stenography.
3. Microphone Etiquette.
5. Finalise Agenda.
B1. Recent List Discussion

- Abuse-c (already covered?)
- Anything else?
B2. AA-WG Charter

• Text circulated.
• No huge changes, as advised.
• Discussion on list if possible.
C. Policies

• This space left intentionally blank.
D. Interactions

1. Database WG – Data Verification policy plan – Still Pending
3. RIPE NCC/LEA Interactions
E. Presentation

• E1. Anti-abuse, the view from the messaging world – M³AAWG
• E2. Impact of abuse-c – Bengt Gördén
• E3. Abuse-c: next steps – Denis Walker, Christian Teuschel
• E4. Introduction to contact databases for abuse handling – Aaron Kaplan
• X. AOB
• Z. Agenda for RIPE 69